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• This exam consists of FIVE problems on SIX pages, including this cover sheet.

• Show all work for full credit.

• You do not need to simplify your answers.

• If you use a trial-and-error or guess-and-check method when a more rigorous method is

available, you will not receive full credit.

• If you run out of room, write on the back of the page, but indicate that you have done so!

• You may use one hand-written double-sided 8.5” by 11” page of notes.

• You may use a scientific calculator. Calculators with graphing, differentiation, integration,

or algebraic capabilities are not allowed.

• You have 80 minutes to complete the exam.
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1. [4 points per part] Compute

dy

dx

.

(a) y = ln(2x + x

2)

(b) y = 2x� 3

(sec(x) + 5)2

(c) y = (x+ 5)cos(x)
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2. [12 points] Consider the following parametric curve on the domain t � �1:

x(t) = e

2t + 2 y(t) =
p
t+ 1

Find the equation of a tangent line to this curve that passes through the point (2, 0).

Let (est +2 ,

FE ) be the point  of tangency .

Then the slope

is :kYth=2E#=ye¥a
but the line

passes through 6×+2
,

Ft ) and (QD ,

so it's also :
¥1

e2tt2 - 2

So These are equal "

yeytt=F¥
,

so t+k¥ so t=¥
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That makes the slope ftp.Y.IT
So the tangent
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 is y=£f(€



3. Consider the implicit equation

arctan(2� x)y + 2x = y

2 � 5.

(a) [9 points] Find the equation of the line tangent to this curve at the point (2, 3).

(b) [3 points] Use the tangent line approximation to estimate the x-coordinate of the

point on the curve near (2, 3) with y-coordinate 3.04.
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4. [12 points] Let f(x) = 13 ln(x) +
15

x

� 2x.

Find the absolute minimum and maximum values of f(x) over the interval [1, 4].

�1� Continuous
! ( % each term is continuous for X >O)

Closed !

�2� fY×)= 1×3--1*-2=-2×24×3×5156 -_(3-2D,§¥
- zero @xE&s
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5. [12 points]

Gomba is running towards a vertical wall at a speed of 11 feet per second, while a bright

red dot is moving up the wall at a speed of 5 feet per second. At the moment when Gomba

is 5.6 feet from the wall and the dot is 9 feet from the ground, what is the rate of change

of the distance between Gomba and the dot? Is this distance increasing or decreasing?

(Ignore Gomba’s height; he is crouched very low to the ground.)

Steps : A picture
!

Step t
. We know 5- 5.6ft, y

-

9ft ,
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Step 4 : (5.6×-11)+(9×5) '-cda÷
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5.62+93=6
,

so

< = 10.6
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